Personification

Personification is a figure of speech that attributes human characteristics to non-human things.

Example: The rain **laughed** at the children who were going to play.

Choose an appropriate verb to turn each sentence into a personification.

- accompanied
- welcomed
- died
- danced
- called
- cried
- yells
- crawled
- winked
- begging

1) The plants are ____________ for water.
2) Ramon’s alarm ____________ at him every morning.
3) The flowers ____________ when Misty came home.
4) A bunch of books ____________ Lydia to Japan.
5) The chocolate-chip cookie ____________ Dora’s name.
6) The door ____________ when I tried opening it.
7) Kyle wanted to call Mom, but the phone had ____________.
8) The moon ____________ at Little Benjamin.
9) Hot dogs and chicken nuggets ____________ us.
10) Grandpa’s old car ____________ down the street.
Personification is a figure of speech that attributes human characteristics to non-human things.

Example: The rain **laughed** at the children who were going to play.

Choose an appropriate verb to turn each sentence into a personification.

- accompanied
- welcomed
- died
- danced
- called
- cried
- yells
- crawled
- winked
- begging

1) The plants are **begging** for water.
2) Ramon’s alarm **yells** at him every morning.
3) The flowers **danced** when Misty came home.
4) A bunch of books **accompanied** Lydia to Japan.
5) The chocolate-chip cookie **called** Dora’s name.
6) The door **cried** when I tried opening it.
7) Kyle wanted to call Mom, but the phone had **died**.
8) The moon **winked** at Little Benjamin.
9) Hot dogs and chicken nuggets **welcomed** us.
10) Grandpa’s old car **crawled** down the street.